
Beautyworld 2019: The Real Oud Factory 

At the Dubai exhibition Beautyworld Middle East 2019, 

ambergris, deer musk, aquilaria chips (or agarwood) and 

oud oil were specially highlighted as rare and exotic nat-

ural materials, which are restricted or limited in Western 

perfumery.

There was a persistent sweet smell of oud smoke around 

many stands that offered this raw material - oud wood 

chips or aquilaria chips burned on coals. Small companies 

were selling oil and chips right there, by weight. Not a 

cheap pleasure!

Large companies like Al Haramain offered participants to 

try their samples, or to sign a contract to supply amber-

gris, musk, oud oil and wood in bulk. I was attracted by the 

Fragrance du Bois stand, as they have raw products and 

ready-made perfumes.

I knew that this is one of those big companies that has 

managed to create a sustainable aquilaria growing process 

in several Southeast Asian countries - Sri Lanka, Thailand, 

Vietnam and Singapore. I was told about this by brand 

manager Bois du Fragrance in 2015 (read the interview if 

you missed it), and our journalist Jordan River visited the 

company’s plantations in Thailand (by the way, I advise you 

to read his great article series devoted to oud in English).

At the exhibition, the Fragrance du Bois stand was deco-

rated with their famous cubic perfume bottles, but also 

with two-liter aluminum bottles, oud chips of different 

shape, black bakhoor tablets and some yellow-brown 

wood chips, which later turned out to be woody base for 

bakhoors. Brand manager Shadi Samra was happy to de-

liver the Fragrance du Bois news.



SHADI SAMRA: We present at the exhibition a new player 

in the Oud market, the company REAL OUD FACTORY. This 

company is affiliated with Fragrance du Bois and is based 

in Dubai, in the heart of the main region of aquilaria prod-

ucts for consumers. Our production is sustainable and 

renewable, on our plantations in Southeast Asia (Sri Lanka, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and India will soon be add-

ed,) we grow aquilaria from seeds to oud wood, and make 

oud oil and other oud products.

Our experience and production know-hows allow us to 

produce anything based on oud wood - oil is the most 

expensive finished product, but we can supply any other 

oud products as well. Our main advantage is that we make 

the products ourselves, and customers can check where 

the wood was grown, how it was distilled, they can be sure 

that nothing is added to the oil, we give GCMS analysis and 

all the necessary documents. Intermediaries and brokers 

who previously could dilute the oil, reselling it, will stay in 

the past.

We produce the highest quality oil, and we use it in our 

own production - for the niche fragrances of our own 

niche brand Fragrance du Bois. I would say that oud oil is 

a luxury that is now becoming accessible. In addition to 

oil and wood chips, we are starting to supply high-quality 

incenses to the world market, which we produce at our 

factory in Dubai.

SERGEY: Incense?

SHADI: I mean bakhurs that you put on the coals and get 

fragrant smoke.

SERGEY: Don’t you do the fragrances?

SHADI: Now our Parisian company is making fragranc-

es, I mean Fragrance du Bois. But we are going to create 

another perfume brand with REAL OUD FACTORY. It will 

appear on the market in the first half of 2020. We work 

with French perfumers, and we are ready to work with 

any other perfume brand, and create perfumes for spe-

cial events: gifts to corporation employees, wedding gifts, 

public holidays, and even individual orders. We are collab-

orating with many well-known perfumers, we have already 

worked with Christian Provenzano, and here we have met 

Maurice Roucel, who came to try our oud oils. 

SERGEY: How can you be sure that you have the best oil, if 

your plantation and production are only in three countries 

of the world?

SHADI: Our production is designed so that we do not 

chase after quantity. You see, the difference is how the 

tree is infected to start oud resin accumulation in the 

wood, and how the wood is processed and the oud oil is 

obtained by distillation. Some spend a longer distillation 

to get more oil, some dilute the oil - we don’t do that. 

Everything that we have in the oil is what Nature created.

SERGEY: How big is your production?

SHADI: We have huge plantations, and the volume of oil 

production last year is 450 kg of oud oil. This is a lot. In 

2019, we expect a volume of 450-470 kg of oud oil. Of 

course, we produce much more oud wood - you need 

about 20 kg of oud wood to get one tola of oud oil (tola is 



a traditional measure of mass, equal to 11.6638 grams.)

And oud powder - you know what it is? We load the 

crushed oud wood into distillation containers, but after 

the distillation process we have these wood powder, we 

dry it and use it as a combustible base for bakhurs. For 

expensive bakhur we could use oud wood that was not 

distilled. Not to mention the fact that you can put pieces of 

oud (oud chips) in the censer. 

SERGEY: It is interesting that every bottle you have - filled 

either with oils, or chips, or oud powder - is labeled with all 

the details about it: the name of the product, the variety 

of tree, the country of growth, the year, and even the GPS 

coordinates! You probably have your trees numbered?

SHADI: Yes. Of course.

SERGEY: And this 450 kg of oil is mixed oil?

SHADI: Oh no, we don’t mix our oils. This is the total mass 

of oil produced from different batches of oud wood.

Look, here’s a bottle of oud slivers - Thailand, 2015, GPS 

coordinates of the plantation, date of cutting, the official 

CITES certificate of Thailand. Here is a bottle of A ++ oil 

distilled from this oud wood. A total of 4 kg oud oil was 

made in this place at this time - this is a unique batch. It is 

over - that’s all. Oil from another place or another year will 

be different by smell.

Our best options are Thai oils from Trat and Prachinbury 

provinces, they are slightly similar, but one is softer and 

more pleasant, the other is darker, woody and spicy. 

Usually Prachin oil is more expensive because it is more 

trendy now, but some samples from Trat are better and 

even more expensive. Fragrance du Boissells these oils in 

its purest form. The wholesale price of this oil is about 260 

dollars for tola. On the shelves it will cost about 1500-2000 

dollars. In addition, oud oil, like a good wine, gets better 

over time and costs more, it is a good investment.

SERGEY: So, it’s very good and profitable business! Do you 

use expensive or cheap oil in your perfumes?

SHADI: In our fragrances, we use only our own oil, the 

same one that we sell to our customers - but it’s our per-

fumers who decide which particular oil type, expensive or 



cheap, they need. In fragrances, the price depends on the 

composition, on those accords that perfumers create, not 

only the oil price.

By the way, we have the alcohol-based oud product Fra-

grance du Bois, which can be called oud parfum - pure oud 

oil is diluted with alcohol, so that you can use the spray. 15 

ml, 35% concentration, price 445 euro. This is simply pure 

Oud oil from Thailand (Trat and Prachin,) that is conven-

ient for European consumers to use. There are 50 ml vials 

($1,495 USD.) In a year we produce only 500-600 bottles. 

Our other popular product is perfume pens, they are 

inexpensive and very convenient. We found the technol-

ogy to make a gel base for our fragrances. The gel base is 

not sticky, not greasy and evaporates from the skin - only 

the smell remains. All Fragrance du Bois fragrances are 

produced in this form, including pure oud oil. Yes, this is 

not quite a pen, rather a brush, but it is more convenient - 

you just press the button, which gives a drop of gel to the 

brush, and apply it to the skin.

This perfume gel can be used as a base layer before ap-

plying other fragrances, so that the fragrances last longer 

on the skin, or simply by itself. It has been on the market 

since 2013, we have been producing them in South Korea, 

this product has very large sales volume. Its volume is only 

5 ml, and the price is only 39 euro (oud oil is a bit more 

expensive - 49 euro,) and we are thinking to launch 10 ml 

pens as well.

SERGEY: I really like these perfume pens - it is very conven-

ient to carry and use. Good luck to your new company!

SHADI: Thank you!

In conclusion, I would like to note that our authors 

wrote some reviews dedicated to Fragrance du Bois fra-

grances (one, two, three), but one of the fragrances, Sah-

raa Oud, one of the brand’s best sellers, deserves spe-

cial attention. This fragrance is part of Prive collection, 

which differs from Shades du Bois collection fragrances 

by a higher oud oil content and a more oriental charac-

ter. Its perfumer Francois Merle-Baudoin was inspired 

by the magical and majestic beauty of the desert.


